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Feedback for Studying at GCET especially ME (Ind. Engg.)
Today it is my pleasure to write these feedbacks after spending 2 years in India especially at
GCET as affiliated College of Gujarat Technological University.
The following are the major benefits which are assured for anyone who wish to brighten his/her
future after considering GCET as his/her Postgraduate branch of choice.
1. Achievement in Knowledge and Skills; studying at GCET especially Industrial
Engineering, no one can regret to be admitted in such Multidisciplinary Master’s Degree
Programme. I have a lot of things which I can explain regarding this but in nutshell I can
say that by being there I gained a lot of knowledge and skills.
2. Publication skills; IE is the Master’s Degree for anyone who has a dream of learning on
how to publish both in International and National Journals. Among all branches currently
present at GCET, I am confidently to say that Industrial Engineering branch has the
competent faculty who emphasis much on making genuine researches which can help
scholars to make good publications.
3. Competent Faculties; I met with competent faculties who nurtured me in more than
what were my expectations.
4. Availability of Books even more than the requirements; there is zero chance of
requesting Industrial Engineering reference or text books at Library and miss to get it. It
is GCET where Industrial Engineering branch has a plenty of books, both national and
International authored.
5. Presence of Competent Exams both Internal and External exams. There is nothing
someone can blame regarding the exams which are being done at GCET. Anyone can’t
regret to seat for all the exams being conducted at GCET especially from IE Faculties.
6. Hone Your Language Skills; if you’re planning to study, you will be granted to improve
English language which will help you in the future. Presence of fluently Professors who
help student to make a number of presentations weekly makes students to improve their
English language skills.
7. Problem solver branch; majority of Masters Student carry out their Thesis/Dissertation
in available problems from various Industries. There are so many Industries which have
gained a lot through the contribution from Scholars under IE.
Choose GCET for good future in educational carrier. Thank you GCET!
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Mihir Solanki

My experience with GCET is life changing during last 2 years of masters as it taught me lessons
of life. M.E. (Industrial Engineering) provides good scope for engineers to deal with real life
practical situations. The main crux which makes GCET differ from rest of colleges is nature of
faculties, highly qualified as well as down to earth and always ready to help students . Also, help
students to make them actual researcher. I am glad that I am part of this institute and my best
wishes for GCET. I am very thankful to Dr. Darshak Desai, Dr. Hemant Thakkar, Prof. Vivek
Deshpande and whole mechanical engineering department for their valuable support and
guidance.

Shaikh Aurangzeb

It was my dream come true studying in GCET and I did my best with all the support of my
professor/teachers. I learned many things through this campus and the team of my professors.
Love to be with you and missing those days too...

Naman Upadhyay

It was a great experience in GCET for two years of Master Degree in Industrial Engineering. The
Faculties are highly qualified, good and having the abilities to make the interest for the subject
they taught. The Industry exposure for dissertation work in second year adds value to the entire
course.
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